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1. Opportunity

In this project we aimed to highlight a single product and to improve its core functionality. We have
accomplished this with a projector by automating its ability to maintain orientation with respect to an
image surface and to remain in focus.

2. Strategy

The project works by attempting to face the projector head on with the wall in order to maintain a
rectangular image, and adjusting focus level for image clarity. It utilizes two ultrasonic sensors that are
placed next to each other and uses the two analog inputs to ensure that the projector is facing the wall
head on by comparing the two sensor readings and rotating accordingly. Our initial desired functionality
was to be able to actuate (rotate) the assembly at a low enough speed relative to its range of motion so that
it does not actuate too suddenly. We wanted no more than 30 rpm for the rotational aspect and were able
to maintain levels below based on adjusting the PWM into the motor. We also wanted the focus toggle
actuation to not actuate too much and apply so much torque as to break something in our housing or on
the actual projector. At first we wanted to specify an rpm that we would need to be under (around less
than 1 rpm),  but we realized that we could instead specify a range of encoder values the motor can
actuate to in order to effectively reach certain points in our very small range of motion for the focus
toggling.

3. Critical Decisions

With a goal of 30 RPM for the rotation transmission, and a gear train with a 2:1 ratio, we need a motor
that can rotate at around 60 RPM under the load of the mechanism. The motors we use each have a max
410 RPM with no load. The 2:1 gear ratio results in an output RPM of less than 200 after considering the
inertia of the entire mechanism. Because our goal is 30 RPM for the rotation transmission, there is more
than enough power being supplied by the motors. We can scale down the PWM signals given to the
motors in order to achieve the speeds we want, which is necessary because the RPM at max output is far
too high. The gear train also halves the load torque on the motor shafts, effectively doubling the stall
torque of our system, which gives our motors even more clearance in overcoming the torque of the
device’s inertia.

4. Reflection

One thing that worked for us was that we both knew our strengths/weaknesses and distributed the work in
accordance to that pretty well. One thing we wish we had done differently was fabricating physical
prototypes earlier on in order to have more time to iterate and expose engineering problems and obstacles
that we had to solve. Both party members also took this course along with several other lab/project based
classes, resulting in a high workload semester. We recommend finding a better balance of courses to take
alongside ME102B, because this course requires significant amounts of time to produce quality
assignments, time that we struggled to find.



5. Photos

Figure 1. Front view

Figure 2. Back view

Figure 3. High back view

Figure 4. Low back view

Figure 5. Zoomed front view



6. Circuit & State Machine

Figure 6. Circuit Diagram

Figure 7. Finite State Machine



Appendix A
Bill of Materials

Part Number Part Name Quantity Cost Link/Source

1 ESP32 Microcontroller 1 $15.00 Adafruit / Lab Kit

2 DRV8833 1 $4.95 Adafruit / Lab Kit

3 6V 75:1 Pololu Motor 2 $33.90 Pololu / Lab Kit

4 Pololu Micro Metal
Gearmotor Bracket pair

2 $2.95 Pololu / Lab Kit

5 Push button switch 3 $0.82 Mouser / Lab Kit

6 Ultrasonic sensor
HC-SR04

2 $7.99 Amazon / Lab Kit

7 Lazy Susan Bearing 4” 1 $5.99 Amazon

8 3 mm Ball bearing 1 $8.99 Amazon

9 3 mm shaft 1 $6.49 Amazon

10 #4-40 x ½ screws & nuts 12 $2.56 Home Depot

11 12’’x24’’x0.25’’ plywood 2 $3.34 Jacobs Store

https://www.adafruit.com/product/3269
https://www.adafruit.com/product/3297
https://www.pololu.com/product/2215
https://www.pololu.com/product/989
https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/TE-Connectivity-PB/147873-2?qs=WO7YBshssFEF6OQugD%252B57A%3D%3D&mgh=1
https://www.amazon.com/Excelity-Ultrasonic-HC-SR04-Distance-Mounting/dp/B07SC1YJ21/ref=sr_1_3?crid=22WVKOYQOTN3M&keywords=hc+sro4+ultrasonic+sensor&qid=1639365860&sprefix=hc+sro%2Caps%2C207&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/Turntable-bearing-rotating-cabinet-profile/dp/B08TLJTFPM/ref=sr_1_5?keywords=lazy%20susan%20bearing&qid=1639377294&sr=8-5
https://www.amazon.com/uxcell-Bearing-Double-Shielded-Bearings/dp/B07FW18RQY/ref=sr_1_9?keywords=3mm+ball+bearing&qid=1639376848&sr=8-9
https://www.amazon.com/uxcell-Lathe-Round-Solid-Length/dp/B07KY9DMJT/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?keywords=3mm+shaft&qid=1639376937&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1&smid=A30WUG2ZDGM0XM&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUFIMldIVE9PUUhZTUomZW5jcnlwdGVkSWQ9QTAxNDA2MTExSldBREhUSUk3NFNSJmVuY3J5cHRlZEFkSWQ9QTA4OTU3NzMxRFZKU0pMU1k0QlhJJndpZGdldE5hbWU9c3BfYXRmJmFjdGlvbj1jbGlja1JlZGlyZWN0JmRvTm90TG9nQ2xpY2s9dHJ1ZQ==
https://www.homedepot.com/p/4-40-x-1-2-in-Combo-Round-Head-Zinc-Plated-Machine-Screw-8-Pack-802951/204274599


Appendix B
CAD

Figure 8. Motor and gear mechanisms for projector/housing rotation (bottom). Motor and gear
mechanism for focus toggling (top)



Figure 9. Rack and pinion gear mechanism along with slider attachments for focus toggling.



Appendix C
Arduino code


















